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The mechanisms behind the formation of bicontinuous nanogeometries, in particular in vivo, remain intrigu-
ing. Of particular interest are the many systems where more than one type or symmetry occurs, such as the
Schwarz’ Diamond surface and Schoen’s Gyroid surface; a current example are the butterfly nanostructures of-
ten based on the Gyroid, and the beetle nanostructures often based on the Diamond surface. Here, we present a
computational study of self-assembly of the bicontinuous Pn3m Diamond phase in an equilibrium ensemble of
pear-shaped particles when a small amount of a hard-sphere ‘solvent’ is added. Our results are based on previous
work that showed the emergence of the Gyroid Ia3d phase in a pure system of pear-shaped particles [Interface
Focus 7, 20160161 (2017)], in which the pear-shaped particles form an interdigitating bilayer reminiscent of a
warped smectic structure. We here show that the addition of a small amount of hard spherical particles tends
to drive the system towards the bicontinuous Pn3m double Diamond phase, based on Schwarz Diamond mini-
mal surface. This result is consistent with the higher degree of spatial heterogeneity of the Diamond minimal
surface as compared to the Gyroid minimal surface, with the hard-sphere ‘solvent’ acting as an agent to relieve
packing frustration. However, the mechanism by which this relief is achieved is contrary to the corresponding
mechanism in copolymeric systems; the spherical solvent tends to aggregate within the matrix phase, near the
minimal surface, rather than within the labyrinthine channels. While it may relate to the specific form of the
potential used to approximate the particle shape, this mechanism hints at an alternative way for particle systems
to both release packing frustration and satisfy geometrical restrictions in double Diamond configurations. Inter-
estingly, the lattice parameters of the Gyroid and the Diamond phase appear to be commensurate with those of
the isometric Bonnet transform.
The ambition and efforts expended to understand and
mimic the formation processes of highly complex and
functional nanostructures in living organisms mark one of
the pillars of modern bio- and soft matter physics research.
Particularly the pursuit to compete with the astonishing
efficiency and variety of mechanisms which nature developed
is a driving force of many recent studies. Prime examples of
those structures, which both visualise the functionality but
also combine complexity and efficiency, were identified as
biological photonic nanomaterials in insects, birds and plants
[1–9]. Especially the family of cubic bicontinuous structures
[10], characterised by two identical and interwoven network-
like channel domains (with a dividing interface described by
a minimal surface with negative Gauss curvature) has excited
more and more curiosity [11]. Besides their impact on optical
properties, like structural coloration and circular polarisation
effects [6, 12–15] they also bear potential mechanical [16]
and transport [17] applications for nanomaterials.
Self-assembly (that is, the spontaneous and collective
arrangement of nanoparticles into ordered, long-range mi-
crostructures) has proven to be a fundamental evolutionary
strategy to generate elaborate patterns which can be described
by cubic bicontinuous structures [10, 18–20]. The Ia3d
double Gyroid, famously adopted by amphiphilic molecules,
for instance in the inverse lipid/water phase without excess
water [21–23] – occurs for example during the development
process of the single Gyroid structure within wing scales of
certain butterflies [24–31]. Here, in an intermediate stage
of wing development, it is conjectured that the molecules
form bilayers with the same morphology as the Gyroid
minimal surface, which act as a membrane separating space
into two percolating channels. It has been argued that
this bilayer arrangement functions as a cast to externally
extruded chitinous cuticle resulting in the final chiral single
Gyroid structure, where only one domain is filled with chitin
[25, 32] and which causes a bright green appearance of
the butterfly [31] (see FIG. 1). Even though experiments
showed that similarly other lyotropic and thermotropic liquid
crystals [33–35], diblock coploymers [36–41] and dendrimers
[42] form various cubic bicontinuous phases, the exact
construction mechanisms of many biological systems are
not fully understood. Likewise distinct differences between
the biological and chemical system remain, in particu-
lar with respect to the attainable length scales [43–45], the
single/double symmetry and chiral imbalance [27, 30, 46, 47].
Another unsolved phenomenon is the structural trans-
2FIG. 1: The nanostructures creating structural color in the Cal-
lophrys rubi butterfly (a-d) and the Entimus imperialis weevil (e-h)
are shown. Light microscopy shows that the wings (b) and pits (f) are
built out off multi-faceted scales. Electron microscopy of the section
of those scales reveals the single Gyroid in the [110]-direction (c,d)
with lattice constant aSG=311 nm [26] and the single Diamond in the
[100]- (g) and [111]-direction (h) with lattice constant aSD=445 nm
[6]. We were permitted to reproduce the figures from Ref. [28] (a-d)
and Ref. [6] (e-h).
formation at the phase transition between different cubic
bicontinuous structures which are observed in various lipid
[48, 49] and copolymer systems [50–53]. The most common
and most studied transition, both experimentally [49, 54, 55]
and theoretically [19, 56], is between the double Gyroid and
the Pn3m double Diamond phase. Similar to the Gyroid, also
the Diamond structure (more precisely the single Diamond,
where only one channel of the double Diamond network
is filled with material) entails interesting optical effects
and is spread among insects like butterflies or weevils (see
FIG. 1) to create color [6, 7, 57, 58]. Whilst both double
symmetric structures can be transformed by Bonnet trans-
formations mathematically [21], the Bonnet pathway causes
self-intersections and has to be classified as unphysical [54].
However, a tetragonal transition model was introduced by
Fodgen and Hyde, which fulfills the Bonnet relation and
maintains both topology and mean-zero curvature along the
transition [19, 56]. Based on this Squires et al. [49] and
later Oka [55] could develop a pictorial representation of the
mechanism. The second proposed rhombohedral pathway,
which involves the P-surface structure as an intermediate
state, was considered energetically less favourable in regards
to curvature and packing homogeneity [19]. Here, we also
point towards recent work by Chen and Weber on further
mathematical transition models [59].
In previous computational studies we obtained a Ia3d
double Gyroid phase in a self-assembly process of simple
pear-shaped particles, that is, convex rotationally-symmetric
elongated particles with one wide and one narrow end
[60, 61]. At the time, while simulating the phase using the
hard limit of a soft potential, we considered the process to
be essentially a hard-core potential. However, the potential
exhibits deviations from the exact hard-body interactions. As
depicted in FIG. 2 those variations can lead to small overlaps
FIG. 2: The interactions between two pear-shaped particles (left) and
between a pear-shaped particle and a sphere (right) using modified
parametric hard Gauss overlap approximation (PHGO) are sketched.
The pear-sphere interaction coincides with the hard body interaction
exactly and causes no overlap. Similarly two antiparallel pear par-
ticles (θ = 180◦) do not display any variations to the exact hard
pear-pear interactions (left). However, for other angles between two
pears the pear-pear overlap function can underestimate or overesti-
mate the minimal distance which can lead to small overlaps of the
blunt ends or gaps between the particles. The greatest overlap occurs
for θ = 30◦ (middle). The dashed lines indicate the contact profiles
around the pear for a given second particle.
or gaps depending of the angle between the pear-shaped
particles. For detailed information about its influence on
the phase we refer to Ref. [62]. Next to the orientationally
ordered nematic and smectic phases the pear-shaped particles
form a phase of curved interdigitating bilayers which was
identified as the double Gyroid structure (see FIG. 3). The
particles arrange in interdigitated bilayers (blunt/wide ends
towards the network domains and thin ends near the minimal
surface) and revealed a way of particles to satisfy geometrical
constraints accompanied by negatively curved bilayers
collectively rather than individually.
In the following, we extend this model to show that small
quantities of a solvent in the pear system stabilises the Pn3m
double Diamond phase (in addition to the double Gyroid
phase). By ‘solvent’ we here mean spherical particles that in-
teract via hard-core interactions with the pear-shaped particles
and with each other. The inclusion of a solvent is motivated
by the fact that the double Diamond has greater spatial hetero-
geneities [18] and that a solvent can release frustration related
to them. The stabilization of the double Diamond structure
was indeed also observed in diblock copolymers upon addi-
tion of extra homopolymer [39]. Here, the additional par-
ticles accumulate at the backbone of the labyrinth-like do-
mains, which can not be homogenously occupied by the di-
block copolymers without causing unfavourable gaps. The
added solvent also leads to the formation of the double Dia-
mond in the pear particle system, however, as we show in the
following the heterogeneities are differently resolved by plac-
3FIG. 3: A sketch of the phase diagram of a monodisperse system
of purely repulsive (but not strictly hard-core) pear-shaped particles
obtained from Ref. [61]. The blue circle indicates roughly the param-
eters of the Gyroid system from which we here obtain the Diamond
structure by adding a ‘hard sphere solvent’.
ing the supplementary material in the dividing matrix rather
than in the channel domains.
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS OF MIXTURES OF SPHERE
AND PEAR-SHAPED PARTICLES
We perform Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of
pear-shaped particles with a small concentration of hard
spheres which plays role of a solvent. For the interactions be-
tween the hard-core particles we use a parametric hard Gaus-
sian overlap (PHGO) approximation [63], which can be mod-
ified to describe interactions believed to be [64] similar to
those between purely repulsive pear-shaped particles and to
the hard-core interaction between a spherical and pear-shaped
particle. This approach contains an approximation to calcu-
late the contact distance between a pear with another particle
by the overlap function of a locally equivalent encasing el-
lipsoid (details are given in [63, 64]). Here we have to men-
tion, however, that even though this overlap function results
in a precise hard body interaction between pears and spheres,
the pear-pear interaction reveals some inaccuracies. This can
cause the blunt ends of pears to slightly overlap (around 1.2 %
in volume) and reach areas which can not be obtained by
hard spheres (see FIG. 2). The simulations are carried out us-
ing the same methodology as in [61], adjusted to include the
hard-sphere solvent. The system is set up within a cubic box
with three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions, with an
overall particle packing fraction ρ = 0.56 and a 1:9 volume
ratio of solvent particles to pear-shaped particles (v= VpVsp =9).
The aspect ratio of the pear-shaped particles k is set to 2.75
and the so called tapering parameter kθ tapering angle is set
to 3 (this corresponds to a tapering angle of 19◦). The parti-
cle shape is shown, to scale, in FIG. 2. The mixture is in the
dry limit with a low number of spheres Nsp=90 and a majority
of pears Np=820 (n=
Np
Nsp
= 829 ). Additionally, the MD simula-
tions are performed in the canonical (NVT) ensemble, with
a time step ∆t=0.0015 and dimensionless temperature T=1
(the Boltzman constant is set to kB=1), since phase behaviour
at fixed density is independent of the temperature for hard-
core particle systems and can be seen as a scaling parameter
[65]. All simulations are run for 20.000.000 time steps. The
systems seem to reach sufficient equilibration to identify the
Diamond phase after around 5.000.000 steps.
SELF-ASSEMBLY OF BICONTINUOUS PHASES IN PEAR
SPHERE SYSTEMS
By starting the simulations from a low density (ρ=0.3)
and slowly compressing the system to a packing fraction
where the double Gyroid forms in a monodisperse pear-
particle system (ρ>0.54), we can ensure that the developed
macrostructure is not enforced by the initial conditions
but assembles from an unordered isotropic phase. The
obtained morphology of all 20 simulation runs, generated
from different isotropic initial conditions, corresponds to a
2×2×2 unit cell of the bicontinuous double Diamond network
structure (see FIG. 4). Additionally, we also generated an
artificial smectic phase as an initial starting configuration
which proves to be unstable and eventually turns into the
double Diamond phase as well. The resemblance to the
double Diamond structure becomes apparent by extracting
both labyrinth domains and depicting only the position of
the blunt ends by spheres. The resulting set of points can be
separated nicely by the double Diamond minimal surface.
Additionally, the set reveals the typical 2- and 3-fold rotation
symmetry along the [100]- and [111]-direction. Their 2D
projections lead to square ([100]-direction) and hexagonal
([111]-direction) patterns which match perfectly with the
graph of the cubic Diamond structure (as well as the 2D
projections in the [110]-direction; see FIG. 4).
In our simulations we observe the same spatial arrange-
ment of pear-shaped particles as described previously for
the double Gyroid: The particles interdigitate with their
thin ends at the minimal surface interface and form the two
double Diamond network domains with their blunt (wider)
ends as sketched in FIG. 4. The interdigitation, where pears
effectively protrude through the minimal surface, collectively
leads to an effectively wider space per molecule near the
minimal surface. Like in the Gyroid phase this finding is
fundamentally different to the intuitive interpretation of the
molecular shape concept [66, 67], which holds for lipid
or di-block copolymer systems mentioned above, where
for negatively curved surfaces the space occupied by an
individual particle maximises at the membrane and decreases
in normal direction.
To investigate, however, why the double Diamond is
favoured over the Gyroid, we have to look at the position of
4FIG. 4: An assembly of 820 pear-shaped particles and 90 hard-core
spheres forming the 2×2×2 unit cell of the double Diamond structure
(k = 2.75, α = 19◦, ρ = 0.56, v = 9,n = 829 ). Positions of the blunt
ends determine to which of the two distinct domains (red/blue) the
particle belongs. The green surface represents the double Diamond
minimal surface (DMS) which separates these domains. The spher-
ical segment is a 2 dimensional sketch, recreated from the indicated
part in the pear-particle system to highlight the special arrangement
of particles. On the top only the position of the blunt ends are de-
picted as spheres to showcase the labyrinth-like channels (3rd row).
The system is shown in the [100]-, [110]- and [111]-direction and
compared with the skeletal-graph (first row) and the channel domain
(2nd row) of the double diamond structure. The latter is generated
using the nodal approximation of the double diamond.
the spherical solvent. Like the arrangement of the pear-shaped
particles also the dominant location of the solvent particles in
the simulations interestingly differs from the intuitive guess
and earlier findings in other double Diamond forming sys-
tems. For example, studies on diblock copolymers show that
the packing frustration is released by the solvent/additional
material – in this case homopolymers – swelling the network
FIG. 5: The 2 dimensional pear-sphere-correlation function g(z, r) of
a system in the isotropic phase (a) and the cubic Diamond phase (b)
is shown. z is the distance between the pears and spheres central po-
sition along the orientation vector of the pear-shaped particle. r is the
radial component of the distance between the pear and sphere cen-
ter. The dashed white lines determine the parallel surface of the pear
particles. The small numbers indicate the distribution of sphere par-
ticles within a given radial (black) or polar (white) sector in percent-
age. Only particles lying within the outmost drawn parallel surface
are considered.
domain [39]. In our simulation this would correspond to the
hard spheres aggregating at the blunt ends of the pear-particles
and fill space within the channel domains. The 2-dimensional
pear-sphere pair correlation function, however, reveals a
largely opposite behaviour (see FIG. 5). In the isotropic phase
the spheres distribute uniformly around the pear particles
without any greater preference. By increasing the density,
however, the spheres are ‘pushed’ towards the thin ends of
the pears where, as seen in FIG. 5b, a higher concentration of
spheres can be observed. This coincides with the aggregation
of spheres around the minimal surface (FIG. 6a shows a
symmetric bell-shaped distribution), such that the solvent
fills additional space where the pears interdigitate. Note here
that this mechanism benefits from the earlier addressed small
disparities between the perfect hard body interactions and the
used PHGO potential. Consequently, we have to take the role
of minor non-additivity effects between pear-shaped particles
into account which probably enhance the overall tendency of
spheres to gather around the thin rather than the blunt ends of
pears.
To determine the location of the spheres in more detail we
identify the Gauss curvature of each point on the Diamond
minimal surface which is closest to the center of a hard
sphere. FIG. 6b indicates that the majority of spheres are
located around areas with high negative Gauss curvature.
5FIG. 6: (a) The distribution of spheres around the Diamond minimal
surface is displayed. Therefore, the distance d(x) := inf{dist(x, q)|q ∈
DMS} of each solvent particle to its closest point p ∈ DMS where
dist(x, p) = d(x) on the Diamond minimal surface (DMS – indicated
in green) is calculated. Positive/Negative distances imply that the
sphere lies in the red/blue channel domain. The black line indicates a
Gaussian fit to highlight the bell-shaped distribution. (b) The position
distribution of the spheres in regards to Gauss curvature is plotted.
Here, the absolute value of the Gauss curvature |K(p)| at its closest
point p on the DMS is assigned to each solvent particle |K(x)| :=
|K(p)|.
This observation is consistent with the local effect of spheres
on their surrounding pear particles. By aggregating close
to the thin ends of the pears the spheres act as ‘disruptive’
elements between the interdigitating pear sheets and hinder
pears to protrude into the opposite domain (see sketch in
FIG. 4). However, they also force neighbouring pears to
arrange in a much wider angle and, therefore, induce a greater
amount of negative curvature in the system. This mechanism
bears resemblance to lipid bilayers where proteins can be
inserted within the membrane like ‘wedges’ and act as either
curvature relief or a curvature generation agents [68, 69].
The implementation of spheres to create curvature might be
also an explanation for the stabilisation and preference of the
double Diamond phase over the double Gyroid in general. In
our earlier studies [61] we determined a correlation between
the interdigitation depth and the local Gauss curvature of the
system. The further pears reach into the realm of the opposite
channel system, the more curvature is contributed to the inter-
face between both pear particle clusters. In case of the Gyroid
and Diamond minimal surface formed by the pear-particle
systems the maximum negative Gauss curvature is roughly
the same. By comparing the unit cell length between the
Diamond aD (half of the simulation box size) and the Gyroid
phase of the monodisperse pear-shaped particle system aG,
which was determined by scattering functions (see FIG. 9 in
Ref. [61]), we can identify the unit cell size ratio aGaD = 1.54.
Thus, within the uncertainties and experimental parameters, it
seems that both bicontinuous phases are related by the Bonnet
transformation, which causes a ratio aGaD = 1.576 [18, 21, 70],
and hence isometric. Isometric minimal surfaces are locally
indistinguishable and, therefore, preserve area and Gauss
curvature [18]. This, however, causes two issues in forming
the Diamond structure, which can not be resolved solely by
pear particles simultaneously. In the Diamond phase pears
are not able to interdigitate as deeply as in the Gyroid phase
without creating gaps in the channel domain. Similarly by
filling the gaps with their blunt ends, the pear bilayers are less
interdigitated such that they lose their capability to generate
enough curvature via interdigitation. Consequently, there are
technically two possible mechanisms how additional material
can stabilise the double Diamond. Firstly the spheres can
fill the gaps in the channel domains, such that the pears can
penetrate the minimal surface efficiently. In the second and
apparently more favourable mechanism the pears occupy the
space around the labyrinth backbone and the system com-
pensates its loss in creating high negative Gauss curvature by
interdigitation by placing the solvent at the minimal surface
and by increasing locally the amount of curvature accordingly.
Note that we here only assert the formation of the double
Diamond for a simulation box of size (2a)3 where a is
the lattice parameter of the Pn3m unit cell. For a system
which theoretically should form 4×4×4 unit cells (Np=6560,
Nsp=720) we have not achieved a clear identification of
the symmetry of the double Diamond. Even though we
still observe interdigitation the system forms singular nodes
characteristic for both the double diamond (4 branched
nodes) and the double gyroid (3 branched nodes). This
leads to the assumption that the particle number/size ratio
to form a pure double diamond phase might not be chosen
perfectly. Smaller systems (like the 2×2×2 system) can
distribute the extra material more easily and consequently,
better conform to a potential lack of additional material,
whereas for larger systems an insufficient distribution of the
solvent spheres can locally cause areas with low concentra-
tion of spheres expressed in the formation of a gyroid-like,
and some areas with a larger concentration of spheres suffi-
cient to enable stabilisation of a diamond-like channel system.
To summarize, we have shown using computational
simulation that the introduction of small quantities of hard
spheres appears to stabilize the bicontinuous Pn3m cubic
Diamond phase in pear-shaped particle system. In the
process the system showcases a new way to overcome the
additional spatial heterogeneities in relation to the double
Gyroid phase by placing the spheres around the minimal
surface and aiding the system to create surfaces of high
negative Gauss curvature. This observation gives rise to
an alternative perspective on self-assembly processes and
can lead to helpful insight and a further step to answer the
unknown questions in structure formation in nature. In terms
of new synthesis strategies our results can give an outlook to
new possible methods to form the double diamond out of the
gyroid morphology. For example some molecules forming
cubosomes can swell certain domains of the cubosome by
addition of a low concentration of a solvent/other material
[44, 71]. Designing molecules with solvophilic ends which
are placed within the separating matrix domain rather than
6within the channel domain should bear the capability to form
double diamond nanostructures in a similar fashion like the
pear-shaped particle system. Additionally, we could yield
information that the Diamond phase is related to the Gyroid
phase by a Bonnet transformation. Whether or not one would
expect the Diamond structure in the beetles and the Gyroid
structure in the butterflies to be Bonnet relatives of one
another is a subtle question, and well beyond this article. We
will here not delve into that question, and cannot even offer a
firm assessment if the lattice parameters correspond to those
of Bonnet-related Gyroid and Diamond structures (The values
are aSG=311 nm [26] for the single Gyroid and aSD=445 nm
[6] for the single Diamond). However, linked by the Bonnet
relation the pear-shaped particle system bears the opportunity
for future studies to investigate the possible transitions
between both phases [19, 56, 59]. Note that the parameter
space for the pear-sphere system is vast (including k, kθ, ρ, n,
v) and our results presented here are not a systematic study of
this parameter space. A comprehensive investigation should
follow, however, probably best undertaken when the question
of non-additivity and differences to a true pear-pear hardcore
potential are fully understood [62].
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